You have Questions - Here are some Answers
Agency Law – Who Represents Whom?
You may enter into a written agreement with an Agent to have him or her act on your behalf. This is
called Buyer Agency or buyer representation.
Under a buyer agency agreement, I have a legal duty to divulge to all parties that I am working for you
under a "buyer agency" agreement. Under such an agreement, your interests will be represented.

A buyers agents’ fees are paid from the sellers’ funds at closing.
what this means to you is YOU DO NOT PAY ME!
Buyer – As your buyers’ agent I will:
• Meet with you to determine what you like and how much you can spend.
• Help you choose a lender if you do not have one.
• Help you look for your home!
• I will and will contact “For Sale By Owners” and builders on your behalf.
• Schedule showings for you to look at houses.
• Disclose all known facts that could affect the transaction.
• Assist you in making an offer and writing a Purchase Agreement.
• Schedule appointments to provide access to the property for inspectors, appraisers, repairs etc.
• Manage the closing process, from contract to closing; ensuring all necessary documentation is
completed and available in a timely manenr.
• Accompany you to closing.
• Celebrate!
*The agent of the Sellers’ is required to pass on to the seller anything they learn about your position, for example,
your willingness to pay more for the property than your offer suggests. It is therefore important that you realize
that you should be careful what you divulge to any agent who is not representing you.

Should I Buy a Home Now?
Or more specifically, “Should I buy a home today?” I have always felt that the answer to this questions is
almost always a “Yes!” The reason is relatively simple:
The price of new and resale homes has steadily increased since the mid-1940's. The local market may
vary - going up and down with the economy, but the general trend has consistently been marked by
rising values. Delaying the purchase of a home can result in prices as well as interest rates to go higher as
your buying power to goes down.
Is This The Right Home?
You tell me. I like the 80/10/10 rule to date this has not failed one of my buyers. If you like 80% of the
house, can fix repair, replace 10% of what you don’t like and the last 10% is MEH, buy the house. Guess
what it is okay to tell me you do not like something!
What Price Home Can I Afford?
Few people I know can afford to pay ca$h or a home. The amount you are approved to borrow has
everything to do with - your credit score, your debt to income ratios, your payment history, revolving
credit (store credit cards) fixed debt and way too much to go in to now! This is defiantly a conversation
for your lender.
Found Your Dream House...Now What?
We write a purchase agreement. I can guide you on the price and terms to offer based on the comparable
homes in the neighborhood. But the good news is you make the final decision. We can discuss seller paid
closing costs, yes you can ask the seller to pay some of your fees!

Program
Rural Housing
VA
FHA
Conventional
Conventional
Conventional

Min. Down
Zero
Zero
3.5%
3%
5%-10%
10%-25

Seller
Concesion
6%
4%
6%
3%
3%
6%

We will also look over the Sellers Property Disclosure Statement, which should list any known property
defects. If the house was built before 1978, Federal law states that you must also receive a Lead Paint
disclosure, and explanatory booklet. (I will get that to you when it is needed)
In order to buy a home several things must be satisfied: the offer must be in writing, there must be
mutual agreement between all parties, and there must be something of value, or “consideration” (earnest
deposit) in order the make the offer enforceable. Typically and earnest deposit is about 1.5% of purchase
price. I call this having skin in the game.
When you have signed the Purchase Agreement, it will be presented to the listing agent then to the seller.
And then a few things can happen

1.

It may be accepted unconditionally by the seller. Congratulations, you have just purchased a
home.

2.

The contract may be accepted in part but have a“counteroffer." You are not obligated to the terms
of the counteroffer. At that point you have the option of accepting, countering, or rejecting .

3.

The contract may simply be rejected and you move on.

Each Purchase Agreement has a definite expiration time and date. In the event the seller takes no action
prior to the expiration time/date, the contract is considered to be rejected. Please remember that any
change to the contract constitutes a brand new offer which may or may not be rejected.
Earnest Deposit
Yes you need some skin in the game! (see previous comment) Presenting the listing agent with a 1.5%
earnest deposit really makes in difference when we negotiate. So, have your check book ready and make
a check payable to the Title Company (I use Integrity Closing) The deposit will be held “in escrow” by the
Title Company or the Listing Broker in his Trust Account, and will be credited to you at closing.
Loan Application
This is defiantly a conversation for your lender, yet I will share a bit of knowledge here. Unless you are
paying all cash and the sale does not involve a mortgage, you will be required to make an official loan
application
The loan processor will usually require personal, financial and employment data. You should be
prepared to provide…..(see a separate sheet for lender required documents)
Also, be prepared to pay for the appraisal fee as well as the home inspection BEFORE CLOSING just a
friendly FYI.
Survey
A survey is simply a one-dimensional drawing as if you were looking down onto the property from above.
A survey provides:
•

Lot dimensions

•

Easements (utility)

•

The position of the home on the property

•

Location of fences, pools, out buildings etc.

•

Encroachments

Appraisal
An appraisal is ordered on almost all real estate sales covered by a mortgage. The mortgage company
orders the appraisal and you need to pay for it up front. The cost is usually around $500.
Appraisals normally take one to two weeks to complete. During very active market periods, the time it
takes for an appraisal can be longer. Check with your lender on this as they order this report.

An appraisal gives some assurance to the purchaser that the price they are paying represents a fair
market value.
Inspections
Unless you have a compelling reason why NOT to have a home inspection…you will be having one! A
professional home inspection usually costs in the ball park range $400 - $550 and is determined by the
finished square footage, any out buildings, pools etc.
The agreed price for the property will be based on its existing condition and the seller is not obligated to
make any repairs discovered by an inspection, unless so specified in the Purchase Agreement. The
inspection should be for the purpose of determining the physical condition of the property so that you
can make a knowledgeable decision to purchase, and not for the purpose of establishing a list of
cosmetic repairs for the seller to perform. The inspection report should not be considered
an opportunity to re- negotiate the terms of the contract unless a major defect is discovered. If a
major defect is discovered, you may then have a valid reason to ask for repairs or for release from the
contract.
Soil testing, radon testing, lead paint testing and other specialized tests will cost more. We can discuss.
The Agreement usually specifies that inspections be completed within 5 days of contract acceptance, and
items of concern should be addressed in writing during this time. (Inspection Addendum Contingency)
Inspections may include, but are not limited to, home inspection, roof, plumbing and electrical systems,
structural, square footage, pool inspection, well ,and septic system inspections, etc.
The Purchase Agreement will also give you the opportunity to have the property inspected for termites.
Purchase agreements may specify that all systems and appliances are to be in working order on the date
of closing. A walkthrough of the property is conducted 24-48 hours prior to close. This gives you the
opportunity to make certain that items specific in the purchase agreement are stallion the home and that
there is no destruction to the property.
Insurance
Prior to closing, you must show proof of adequate home owners insurance to your lender.
It does pay to shop around to obtain the best possible price and terms. You may wish to investigate the
difference between simple coverage and actual replacement cost coverage. Replacement cost coverage
costs a little more, but the coverage escalates with the value of the home.
Title Insurance
Is the craziest thing: Title insurance protects real estate owners and lenders against any property loss or
damage they might experience because of liens, encumbrances or defects in the title to the property.
Each title insurance policy is subject to specific terms, conditions and exclusions.
How does title insurance differ from other insurance?
Insurance such as car, life, health, etc., protects against potential future events and is paid for with
monthly or annual premiums. A title insurance policy insures against events that occurred in the past of
the real estate property and the people who owned it, for a one-time premium paid at the close of the
escrow.
In Nebraska, title insurance is split evenly between the buyer and the seller.

Mortgage Payments
When you close on the home you are buying, the first full payment does not become payable until some
30 to 45 days later, sweet - right!
When paying rent, the tenant pays in advance of actually renting the property. However, at closing you
will pay interest from the date of closing until the end of the month in which the property is closed. You
then “miss a month” and your first full payment becomes due on the X DATE of the subsequent month.
Simply remember that your payment is after the fact, rather than before the fact. For example, a
mortgage payment which is due on the first of August pays the interest for July.
Closing Costs
The term “closing costs” covers a multitude of fees which are involved in any real estate transaction. The
lender will have fees which you will be responsible for paying, and the closing attorney will also have fees
for researching the title, preparing paperwork, etc. A simple rule of thumb to follow is to ask who is
responsible for which cost. The following are some items that are normally considered buyer’s closing
costs:
•

Title Insurance (1/2 cost) Recording Fees

•

Credit Report

•

Termite Inspection

The following items are also included in the term "closing costs”:
•

Discount points

•

Origination Fee

•

VA Funding Fee (is usually financed onto the loan amount)

*It is not uncommon to ask the Seller to pay some or all of your closing costs as part of
contract negotiations.
Pre-Paid Expenses
What are "pre-paids?” This is a description that simply means taxes and insurance. In order to
purchase a home, a buyer must have sufficient cash available, in addition to his down payment and
closing costs.
Home Warranty Plans
There are several Home Warranty Plans available. They are similar, in that they all cover mechanical
items only and not structural items. Typically, plans cover air conditioning units, heating units, electrical
and plumbing systems, built-in appliances, etc. Some restrictions apply to each plan, and each plan has
some form of deductible.

Sometimes, sellers offer a Home Warranty Plan with the home, in which case the seller pays for it.
However, in the event a seller does not provide a home warranty the purchaser can buy one. The
warranty plan normally runs for one year from the date of purchase. Some plans are renewable. Costs
vary, but typically are in the $500+ range.

Who Pays For What?
*

In VA sales, the VA Funding Fee can be paid by the purchaser or the purchaser can include the
fee in the mortgage amount

**

In VA loans, the termite inspection must be paid by the seller.

***

In FHA and VA sales the underwriting fee must be paid by the seller.

****

In FHA and VA sales, the tax service fee must be paid for by the seller.

Reminder: This table represents costs normally paid by either party. Almost anything is possible,
provided all parties agree and it is within the law and complies with the mortgage company's
underwriting guidelines. As mentioned previously, it is very common to ask the sellers to pay some or all
of the buyer’s closing costs, which would change the make-up of this table greatly.

What Happens 72 hours Prior to Closing?
It is the CFPB law that you receive a Closing Disclosure at least 72 hours prior to close. And I have
include all 5 pages. Now you know more than the average REALTOR - true story!

Check the spelling of your name
Check the loan amount, terms, and interest rate
Are there prepayment penalties or is there a balloon payment.
Check your estimated monthly payment, taxes and insurance.
THE LINE CASH TO CLOSE THIS AMOUNT MUST BE BROUGHT TO CLOSING IN THE
FORM OF A CASHIERS/BANK CHECK OR WIRE TRANSFER.
Page 2. of the Closing Disclosure

The area hi-light above are typically services that you the buyer shopped for, as well as services you
the borrower did not shop for thus, you are being notified of these as a double check of costs.

Page 3. of the Closing Disclosure

This is the sellers concessions that were agreed upon in the purchase agreement. Are they correct?

Page 4. of the Closing Disclosure

How much will it cost you if you make a payment late?
Will your lender accept partial monthly mortgage payments?
Will you have an escrow account?
If you do not have an escrow account, are you paying an escrow waiver fee to the lender?

Page 5. of the Closing Disclosure

Details of the contract.
Autographs!

At Closing?
This is the time we come together to celebrate, trade money for keys and take photos!
Bring a current state issued photo identification.
Bring a certified check (CASEH TO CLOSE see above) for the down payment and closing expenses.
Be ready to autograph some documents!

Fair Housing Act
RE/MAX Results and their associates do not discriminate in any way involving the listing and/or sale
of real estate. Prospective purchasers who are financially qualified to look at properties will be shown
properties regardless of race, color, religion, sex, age, familial status, hand

If you like what I do as a REALTOR let the folks in your life
know about me. I’m never too busy for your referrals!

